Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 22

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. having no use
5. poor health
7. full of color
9. disease
10. a way of curing an illness
12. unable to rest or be still
15. the hard, smooth coating on a road
16. unable to speak
18. motion
19. good at finding sources of help
21. lack of feeling
22. opposite of strength
27. causing waste
28. a plan to meet at a certain time
29. affection
30. having no money

Down
1. very pleasing to the senses
3. never ending
4. opposite of grace
6. the quality of being thoughtful and caring
8. opposite of messiness
11. honest
13. something that is stated
14. full of peace
17. the condition of being clean
20. merry
23. unable to defend oneself
24. acting with care
25. full of fear
26. a sore throat, for example